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Resident evil 2 u area door

Monitor Room Plug Puzzle in Resident Evil 2 allows you to pack the sewer areas of the game - once you have found a queen, king and top candles of course. Before that, however, we strongly recommend taking advantage of key sewerage, allowing you to return to the police station one last time to get some valuable upgrades and items.
The sewage key you found above the lower waterway on the way to the consumables warehouse can be used in two places here. One is the water injection chamber to the north (make sure that the top plug is in the wall, so you can use the passage) for some Gunwder.The other is the worker rest room to the west. Inside you'll find some
supplies and a jazz festival flyer file that gives you a lock code for room control.Most importantly, there's a locker, you can move from the far side of the wall when you get close to it, revealing a hidden elevator. Help yourself to return to the underground and the police station. We found some ammunition on the left before we went up the
stairs, unlocked the door, went out to the underground stairs just before the battle with the chief earlier. Here you can use the STARS badge (press the button on the back of the USB Doniglas) on the special weapons box to get an upgrade of the long barrel (Lightning Hawk) at the bottom of the box along the wall. If it's not you, go up the
stairs to the secret room. Here you can use the T-Bar Valve Handle to return to the police station.There are two new things to do, thanks to the film you found in the sewer of the workroom - head to the Dark Room and develop Roll Film Hide Place get two pictures in hidden places. The places of our hiding place tell you where to go, as
this will give you the net bowl / achievements in the process. Use this option to also mark unfinished work at the police station, such as safe codes, portable safe solutions, and locker codes. Ignore attempts to access the boss's office, because Leon won't have access to the Heart Key at all, and don't worry about entering Mr X along the
way - there are no new enemies, though keep in mind that zombies or Lickers you haven't killed since your last visit will still wander the corridors. :: Doom Eternal Secrets list - where to find every hidden item on each level, once done, return to the sewer through the Worker's Secret Room and Rest Room (again, remembering to use the
STARS badge in underground stairs until you go). There are two routes back to the monitorroom where you can use the plugs - by going south across the lower waterway (allowing you to use the T-Bar Valve Handle one last time) or passing through the workroom, then at work, then on the northbound path of the lower waterway, where
you'll exit back into the control room, allowing you to open the lockcode thanks to for Jazz Festival Flatter (for round MAGS) before in Monitor. Phew! Playing DLC? See our list of The survivors are Mr. Racun's. Elsewhere, our full Resident Evil 2 review explains every aspect of Leon and Claire campaigns, including C4 detonator and
battery locations, Heart Key location, how to stop Mr X, the Clock Tower puzzle, sherry block puzzle in the orphan, power panel puzzle solution, how to escape from Incinerator and the chess puzzle solution. Not only that, we also provide all the locker code solutions, leon puzzle solution, all resident evil 2 safe codes and portable safe
solutions and hiding places. Now you have all six chess pieces - including the Queen, the King and top corks you can solve the puzzle with a Chess plug. First, take them all in your inventory, so hand them on hand. Be sure to keep in mind the following rules as mentioned on the wall: Rooke and Knight are on the same wall Bishop and
Queen are not side by side The Queen, and Top are opposite each other There are several labels next to the panels to help narrow things down, too. When you take all this into account, it is a puzzle solution, with the top row is right on the desk (looking north) and the bottom row, which is viewed to the left (to the south): King, Queen,
PawnShop, Ruck, Bishop With that done, the way forward is clear. Make sure you support your most powerful weapon - we recommend Magnum - and head to the main power room to the south, as it's time to take on the G Tyrant Stage 2 boss and the main Power Room puzzle. Finding the places of king, queen and top plug is necessary
before you complete the chess puzzle. Along the way you will need to solve the puzzle of storage supplies - which includes multiple doors and sockets, but with this step-by-step explainer, the route forward should be a little clearer. Looking for something else? Visit our resident evil 2 for more help. When you've used the item box and
typewriter in the Monitor Room - we strongly recommend that you have as much inventory space as possible, as you'll be brought a few key items with you (we recommend leaving a gun or Magnum) - then leave through the west door to get to a path above the pool treatment room. Throw the key down the aisle. Head left (north) to get T-
Bar Valve Handle from the left table. This is where you will get on the cable car, but the door needs a personal bracelet - which Hell has. Continue north on the cable platform to receive the receipt, giving you a safe code. To the south, past the path you crossed earlier and the door to the safe. According to the instructions of the file, the
code is on the side - left 2, right 12, left 8. You'il get the stock of a rifle (W-870). Combine it with your rifle to get a tan model. There are also supplies on the right - although pay attention to the zombie is alive, so take it at your own risk. Pass through the eastern door and down the steps to the intersection between the lower waterway and
the lower waterway. Clean up the zombies here, then west first to the T-Bar valve handle to open the door. Run down the alley and get Canal key over the desk. Going east on the stairs leads to a dead end, so head against where you found the Sewage Key, down the ladder in the lower waterway. To the west on the skirting boards until
you come across another Galli Adults in the water. We recommend taking out the first - be sure to aim for the eye - it's on your way, then give the other two (!) to move around, otherwise all your ammunition will be soaked. We found a few MAG Round on the south wall through the middle of the room, but don't worry, there will be an easier
way to deal with them soon. :: Doom Eternal secret list - where to find every hidden item at each level at the end, climb out of the water and into the threshold to reach the storage supplies area. Take the stairs up, shoot Mr. Racun, collect to the left of the stairs, then move west to the supplies warehouse. Head down the stairs to see
several panels, an inaccessible weapon and various locked doors. The point here is to get away from the gun and the plug. Here are the steps to take:There is a Queen Plug panel in the middle hallway. Take it out, look at the door. Go west to a panel requiring the plug. Use it to open the door. Go up the stairs, and on the right, take king
tapa, closing the door behind you. Descend into the area below, go through the Queen's open door and use the panel plug to reach a chemical flamethrower. Open the locked door while you're there. Return to the Queen plug and bring it from the panel under the stairs, closing the door. Use the Queen Plug on the panel where you first
found it, you open the door back to the entrance. Use the panel plug opposite the stairs where you first entered, you open the door to it. Go back to queen steppe and get it from the panel. Leave the door that the cork has opened when you take it with you. That's all - both plugs and the new weapon are now yours. Playing DLC? Check out
our list of surviving ghostly Mr Raccoon locations. Elsewhere, our full Resident Evil 2 review explains every aspect of Leon and Claire campaigns, including C4 detonator and battery locations, Heart Key location, how to stop Mr X, the Clock Tower puzzle, sherry block puzzle in the orphan, power panel puzzle solution, how to escape from
Incinerator and the chess puzzle solution. Not only that, we also provide all the locker code solutions, leon puzzle solution, all resident evil 2 safe codes and portable safe solutions and hiding places. Now back through Duncewater Road. Again, we recommend sprinting past the beasts - hug the left wall to get in the way to avoid one ledge,
and be ready to bump into another just before the ladder - although if you want to use flame Thrower, they will go much faster and than any other weapon you own. We recommend the back-to-back header to leave these parts of the plug before returning to the intersection between the lower waterway and the lower waterway. Throw the
key on the right wall and fall into the water in the lower waterway. To the east, passing another beast from the sewer, and climb to the right. Use the T-Bar valve handle to open the lift door for the work room and lift the lift. That's what sees you in the work room. Watch out for zombies on the ground, and grab a Roll Film Hide place and
thigh bag on the left side. Unlock the door so you can return to the area you visited earlier. Now you can turn off the left plug from the panel without blocking. At this point, you have access to all the plugs if you want to return to chess puzzle plugs and progress. However, there's a lot more to explore thanks to canal key - and although the
following is optional, it will give you a variety of gun improvements and a few trophies/achievements, as well as a path back to the police station. Station.
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